
Mobile Self-Service
Let your customers serve themselves anytime, anywhere and on 
any mobile device.

Seamless customer experiences across any mobile device
The rapid evolution of the smartphone has put sophisticated computing power in the consumer’s pocket 
and companies cannot afford to ignore the implications. The customer now makes the rules on how, 
when and where they want to do business and if they choose to use a mobile device they expect the 
experience to be just as rich and engaging as any other channel of communication.

Users of Callcredit Cosmos Interactive mobile self-service applications enjoy the same self-service 
functionality of the website, but on a mobile device. Anytime anywhere access to products and services 
combines with a unified system of engagement to make the customer journey seamless.

By ensuring that the convenience of mobile is not compromised by an inferior experience consumers 
are more likely to opt for self-service and by doing so organisations can profit from improved productivity 
and the loyalty of satisfied customers.

Key features
• Flexible Design: Flexibility is key to the design methodology of Callcredit Cosmos Interactive mobile 

self-service applications. We recognise that our applications will sit alongside others on the device 
and that it may be valuable for our customers to allow these applications to share information. 
Our fully documented API provides a highly flexible environment for integrating with third party 
applications

• Seamless brand experience: Customisable suite of style templates

• Responsive Web Design: Callcredit Cosmos Interactive mobile self-service applications are designed 
to provide an optimal viewing experience for easy reading and navigation with the minimum amount 
of resizing, scrolling and panning

• Activity Capture: Gain insight into how customers use available services to drive continuous 
improvement of the customer experience and the effectiveness of the services provided

• Federated Identity: Allowing the use of social credentials (such as Facebook) to log in

• Standard Interfaces: Standard interfaces are provided as the starting point for integrating with 
‘back office’ databases across multiple systems, for example: location services, billing & payment 
applications and order management systems

• Standard Components:

○    FAQ’s, maintenance routines

○    Integration to social media: authentication, sharing, liking

○    Case management: raise, view, update,

○    News feed: my subscriptions, push notifications, offers

○    Request for assistance: web chat, contact us and call me back


